
DONT TAKE THE GIRL

"Don't Take The Girl" is a song written by Craig Martin and Larry W. Johnson, and recorded by American country music
artist Tim McGraw. It was released in.

And finally as we mature to the point when we have families. We go from chldren who care about themselves
preferring friends over others. In johny's case the man would have been able to control him because he had a
gun to the girl's head. A young, unnamed girl, apparently Johnny's age, is also present, with a fishing pole in
her hand. What is in the context Verse three takes place five years after the second verse. Obviously number
one is more relevent and makes more sense but number 2 is still an option. We have to strength to not ask
things for ourselves or bribe, but the strength to sacrifice ourselves for the ones we care about. There are
deeper meanings behind a lot of songs and in this case we need to look at the contexual way. The song's
second verse finds Johnny and the girl ten years later, now as teenagers. That is the first and most likely
meaning but I have another that is not as caring but instead kind of conscientious reason. When we grow up in
adolescence we believe that we can bribe or offer material objects to get what we want keys,wallet and watch
for his girls safety. Johnny surrenders his money, wallet, credit cards, a watch that his grandfather gave him,
and even his car keys so that the girl would be safe in the music video, the crook's seen running away with
only the wallet. Content[ edit ] The song tells the story of two young lovers dealing with difficult scenarios at
three different stages in their lives. The two have since fallen in love and are now dating. Johnny then
collapses to his knees and prays to God that his wife survives, even asking that his own life be taken instead of
his wife's, as long as she's okay. At this point, Johnny and the girl are now presumably married and expecting
their first child, and the girl is eventually rushed to the hospital to have her baby delivered. Intercut with
McGraw, performing in front of dark blue lights. As Johnny and his girlfriend are on a date at the "picture
show" i. He must sacrifice himself to God to save her. In each situation, the man does all he can to make sure
that different people "don't take the girl. By these three points I have come to 2 conclutions and I have yet to
really come up with the detailed interpreation but here are my 2 ideas. Those are my 2 theme ideas. As you
grow up you have more responcbility because other people do have less power to control you. Johnny doesn't
want the girl to come fishing with them. The baby, a boy, is safely delivered, but the doctor informs Johnny
that his wife is "fading fast" presumably dying from childbirth complications. Charts and certifications[ edit ]
"Don't Take the Girl" debuted at number 17 on the U. The song ends with a repeat of the song's opening line:
"Johnny's daddy was taking him fishin' when he was eight years old". Critical reception[ edit ] Deborah Evans
Price, of Billboard magazine reviewed the song favorably, saying that the song has the listeners "crying in
their beer in the dancehalls down in Texas. This was his family so he had the only power to know what to do.


